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Source 13

Source 14

Translation: Words of the Torah that are written in singular person cannot be refashioned into the plural;
words that are written in plural cannot be refashioned into singular. Rav Yehudah says that one who
translates a verse exactly as it is written is a liar and one who adds to the words of the Torah is a heretic.
A translator who is standing before a learned person may not omit or add or to change any of the wording
unless the learned person is his father or his teacher.

Source 15

Translation: The opening words of the Bracha of Rifa’Einu are taken from a verse in Yirmiyahu 17, 14
in which the words are written in singular person. Even though we learned in the Tosefta that Words of the
Torah that are written in singular person cannot be refashioned into the plural and that words that are
written in plural cannot be refashioned into singular, Reb Moshe Ha’Darshan explained that the
Tosefta was only concerned about translations of verses or when a person reads the words of the verse aloud.
In those cases words of the Torah that are written in singular person cannot be refashioned into the plural
and words that are written in plural cannot be refashioned into singular. However, in this case the verse is a
part of the Tefila. The congregation is not reading the words as the words of the Torah but as part of their
pleading and requests by way of Tefila. In that case those words are like the other parts of the Tefila and
one may change the words to fit the need of the moment. Rav Yonah explained that the rule prohibits a
change when one reads a whole chapter of verses as a part of Tefila or when verses are read in order. But
when one recites miscellaneous verses, one can change the wording from singular to plural and from plural to
singular. This practice was approved by the Rosh.

Source 16
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Translation: The Bracha of Rifa’Einu Hashem V’Nairafei contains 27 words. This represents the 27
words that are in the verse: Ha’Solai’Ach L’Chol Avoneiy Ki Ha’Rofeih L’Chol Tachlooaiychi (Tehillim
103, 3); the 27 words which are in the verse Rifa’Ot TiHei li’Sharecha V’Shikui L’Atzmosecha
(Proverbs 3, 8); the 27 verses in the section dealing with Circumcision; and the 27 words in the verse:
V’Haya Im Shamoa until Rof’Echa (Shemot 15, 26). Listen well people of France and the Islands, there
is falsehood to your right and to your left in that you add on your own words to your prayers; words that
were never part of the prayers composed by the composers of the prayers who composed the prayers to be a
substitute for the animal sacrifices. Every Bracha and Tefila that these men composed was weighed and
measured and the number of words and letters were taken into consideration. If this is not so then G-d
forbid those prayers are then no better than the prayers of the non-Jewish world. Therefore take to
heart what I am saying and do not any longer add words to the prayers. I have heard that you add many
words to the Bracha of Rifa’Einu. Some of you say: Rifa’Einu Hashem Elokeinu. That is a big mistake
because the words of the Bracha are taken from Yirmiyahu where the words are: Rifa’Aini Hashem 
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V’Airafeah. Some of you say: V’Ha’Alei Rifeuah Shlaima L’Chol Makoseinu Oo’Lichol Tachluainu.
That creates confusion. You do so based on the verse; Ha’Soleach Lichol Avonei Ki Ha’Rofeah Lichol
Tachloo’Oychi. That is why you add the words: Oo’Lichol Tachluainu to the Bracha. That too is
foolishness and a great evil because Rabbeinu Ha’Chasid wrote: that the Bracha of Rifa’Einu has 27
words and 110 letters; 27 words representing the 27 words that are in the verse: V’Haya Im Shamoa until
Rof’Echa and 27 words in the verse: Ha’Rofeah Lichol Tachloo’Oychi and the 27 words that are in the
Hebrew alphabet when you include the end letters. This teaches you that if you abide by the Torah that was
given using 27 letters, then G-d will be your healer. There is a name of G-d that is expressed by 27 letters.
It is with that name that Elishah cured the waters. It is the name that Moshe Rabbenu used to purify the
Bitter Waters that is why the section of the Torah that speaks about that matter is near the verse that says
that G-d is our healer. There are 27 times that the letter Samech appears in Hallel; 27 times that the letter
Taf appears in the portion concerning Tzitzit; 27 times that the letter Hay appears in Parshat Kedoshim;
27 Hukim (laws that have no apparent reason) that appear in Sefer Devarim; 27 times the letter Vav
appears in the portion concerning the third day of creation; 27 times the letter Kuf appears in Parshat
Breishit from the opening words to the end of creation on day 6; 27 times the letter Nun appears in Kriyat
Shema; 27 times the letter Taf appears in the prayer of Ashrei. There are also 27 occasions when psukim
in the Torah end with the words: Hashem Elokeichem. There were 27 generations between creation and the
generation that entered Eretz Yisroel. 27 times that the words: Hashem Elokei Yisroel appear in Tanach.
Rabbeinu HaChasid found many more such references but there is no time to present all the references. He
presented the meaning and the secret behind each numerical combination in order to support his position and
so that the French Jews could not find support for the additions that they made to the Tephilot.

Source 17

Translation: In the second chapter of Masechet Megilah Daf 17, the Gemara notes that the Bracha of
Geula and Refeuah need to follow the Bracha of Selicha. The Gemara then asks: but is there not a verse
that says that Refeuah comes after Teshuva? The Gemara answers that the verse speaks of a type of
Refeuah that involves Selicha and not Refeuah from an illness. A Refeuah from illness needs to follow
Selicha. This Gemara is proof that some have erred when they include the words: V’Ha’Alei Arucha
Oo’Marpeh Li’Chol Tachluai Nafsheinu (bring healing to all the ailments of our souls) in the Bracha of
Rifa’Ainu because the Bracha of Rifa’Ainu concerns physical healing and not the type of healing that
forgiveness brings. Rabbi Mahari Algaze in his book Naos Yaakov in the section: Ma’aneh
Lashon, Daf 37b writes: some Gedolim are accustomed to say those words in the Bracha and there is no
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proof from the gemara that the type of healing is for spiritual ailments. But since it is Refeuh of Selicha
that comes after Teshuva, it is appropriate to pray for both Refeuah of the soul and Refeuah of the body
because the appropriate time to ask for every type of healing is after Teshuva and Selicha.

Source 18

Translation: In the book: Kesher Godel, section 15, letter 11, he writes: Many Torah leaders recite the
words: V’Ha’Alei Arucha Oo’Marpeh Li’Chol Tachluainu Oo’Lichol Makos Nafsheinu Ruchainu
V’Nafshotainu. He adds an additional reason to recite those words; since physical ailments are the result of
spiritual ailments, it is therefore appropriate to ask for healing of spiritual ailments which are the reason for
physical ailments. One should not ask why Chazal did not compose the Bracha to be just about ailments of
the soul since ailments of the soul are the cause of all ailments. The reason being that people are accustomed
to ask for healing of their physical ailments but not for healing of their spiritual ailments. Most people do
not recognize that they are spiritually ill because they refuse to recognize that their drive for physical
pleasures is what is causing them to be ill. Chazal therefore composed a Bracha that includes a request for
the healing of both types of ailments. In truth the main concern should be with spiritual ailments and that is
what should be in everyone’s mind as they recite this Bracha. I further saw the following comments in the
book Sefer Chomat on the verse in Yirmiyahu that is the basis for the words of this Bracha: the words
Rifa’Aini Hashem refer to my Nefesh; the word: Ai’Rafaih refers to my body; the word: Hoshiaini refers
to being saved from the prosecutor; the word: V’Ei’Vashai’Ah refers to suffering and the words: Ki
Si’Hilasi Ata refer to the fact that there is no savior like Hashem. The same commentator commented on
some words in Sefer Yishayahu that one who is suffering from a physical ailment and a spiritual ailment
should aim to cure the spiritual ailment first since it is a larger problem. By doing so he will bring a cure to
his physical ills.

Source 19

Translation: In a Teshuva, Rabbi Yehuda Molcho wrote that if one feels the need to pray on behalf of a
sick person, it is better to pray for him in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila; that is when praying by means of 
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words. One should also have the person in mind as one recites the Bracha of Rifeanu. The Birchei Yosef
wrote that he heard from respected Rabbonim that they would recite a prayer in words for a sick person in
the Bracha of Rifaenu and that is my practice as well.

Source 20

Translation: Rav Yehudah son of Rav Shmuel son of Shilas in the name of Rav: even though it was said
that a person should make his personal requests in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila, he may add something to
the end of any Bracha provided that what he asks is in line with the theme of that Bracha. Rav Chiya son
of Ashi in the name of Rav said: even though it was said that a person should make his personal requests
in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila, if he has a sick person at home, he can pray for him in the Bracha of
sickness; if he needs help with his income, he can make his request for that relief in the Bracha of Mivarech
Hashanim. Rav Yehoshua son of Levi said: even though it was said that a person should make his
personal requests in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila, if he prefers to make his requests after finishing
Shemona Esrei he may do so and if he wants to recite as many prayers as the prayers of Yom Kippur he
may do so as well.

Source 21

Translation: Someone who is praying alone should ask for rain in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila despite the
fact that we learned that an individual may ask for rain in the Bracha of Birchat Hashanim. He can ask
for rain in the Bracha of Birchat Hashanim only when he is praying alone at the same time that the
community is reciting the prayer. When he is asking for other matters that are for his benefit alone and not
for the community such as someone who is asking for rain in Tekufat Tamuz which is not a time when the
community is asking for rain, he should make his request in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila and not in
Birchat HaShanim. This is in line with what we learned in Masechet Avodah Zara and Brachot. Initially
the Gemara said that if one has a sick person at home, he prays for him in the Bracha for sick people but
then the gemara concludes that one should recite the prayer in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila, so I heard.
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Source 22

Translation: Rav Yaakov said in the name of Rav Chisda: whoever prays for mercy for his friend does not
need to mention his friend’s name as it is written: Kail Nah Rifah Na La; Moshe Rabbenu did not
include Miriam’s name in his prayer.

Source 23

Translation: Whoever prays for mercy for his friend does not need to mention his name as it is written: Kail
Nah Rifah Na La. We see that Moshe Rabbenu did not feel the need to include Miriam’s name. That is
the rule when the friend for whom one is praying is standing near him but if the friend is not present near
him, one must mention the friend’s name.

Source 24

Translation: We learned: a person is created through the efforts of three entities: Hashem, his father and his
mother. The white substance (semen) that a man plants within a woman sprouts into cartilage, bones, the
forehead, fingernails and teeth. The red substance (ovum) that a woman plants sprouts into skin, flesh,
blood, hair and the black around the pupil of the eye. Hashem contributes the soul, intellect, the ability to
see, the ability to hear and the image of the face. When a person dies, G-d takes back his portion and leaves
the parts that were installed by the mother and the father to deteriorate. Hashem’s handiwork remains in
its place as the verse says: the soul shall return to G-d who contributed it.

Source 25

Translation: Rabbi Yochonon said in the name of Rabbi Shimon son of Yitzchok: when G-d said that he
would destroy man, G-d included the Luz bone of the backbone which Hashem will ultimately use to 
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bring people back to life when G-d brings people back to life. Emperor Adrianus (Hadrian), may his
bones rot, asked Rabbi Yehoshua Ben Levi: from what substance will G-d begin to bring people back to
life in the future? Rabbi Yehoshua told him: from the Luz bone of the spine. Adrianus asked him: how do
you know this? Rabbi Yehoshua said: put a Luz bone in my hand and I will show you. Put it in a grinder
and it does not get ground; put it into fire and it does not burn; put it into water and it does not
disintegrate. He put it on a anvil and started to bang on it with a hammer and the anvil split and the
hammer broke while the Luz bone remained in tact.

Source 26

Translation: Issue: A person who is ill would like someone to visit the Western Wall to pray for him,
should he send his friend or send his wife? Answer: the following question is recorded in Maseches
Menachos 93b: why did the Torah provide one verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand on an animal
sacrifice when the offering is being made by an agent and another verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand
on an animal sacrifice when the offering is being made by the principal’s wife.  The Gemara answers that if
the Torah only provided a verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand on an animal sacrifice when the
offering is being made by an agent which is permitted because the agent stands in the place of the principal,
but he is not like an extension of the principal’s body, we would have thought that if the agent is his wife,
since she is considered an extension of her husband’s body, she is required to put her hands on the animal
sacrifice.  From these words we can conclude that the authority of a wife exceeds that of a mere agent.
Therefore that would be case concerning Tefila as well because she is considered an extension of his body
(think Eve who was created from the ribs of Adam), and Rashi wrote (Bereishis 21, 17) superior is the
prayer of an ill person than the prayers of others for him.  It is accepted more readily; therefore the prayers of
a wife who is considered an extension of her husband, are more readily accepted than the prayers of others
and particularly if she is a Torah learned individual, then it is considered the prayer of a learned person. 

1. Rav Yitzchak Zylberstein was born in Poland in 1934 and emigrated to the Holy Land while a child. He studied in Yeshivat
Slobadka in Bnei Brak, and was a disciple of R. Yechezkel Abramsky and R. Shmuel Wozner. He married R. Yosef Shalom
Elyashiv's daughter and is quite close to his father - in - law, as well as his brother - in - law, R Hayyim Kanyavsky, and often
cites their rulings. 
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Source 27

Translation: You can raise a question with Rashi’s position from a Gemara in Maseches Brachos 5b
which provides that a person who is captive cannot free himself from jail.  My brother-in-law, the Gaon,
Rabbi Chaim Kanevsky said:  Recovery from an illness by prayer is more effective when undertaken by the
sick person himself rather than by others but a recovery through the means of “a righteous person decrees
and G-d fulfills” cannot be undertaken except by others and that is what the Gemara had in mind when it
provided that “a captive is incapable of freeing himself.”  Rabbi Mizrachi commenting on the words of
Rashi (Bereishis 21, 17) agrees that the prayers of the sick person is more effective when he can concentrate
upon his prayer but in a situation when a person’s illness interferes with his ability to pray properly, the
prayers of others are more effective.  Accordingly, concerning our question, when a wife who is considered an
extension of her husband’s body, prays for her husband, her ability to concentrate on her prayer is not
disturbed by illness, therefore her prayer would be superior to that of a friend.  
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Supplement To Lesson 28-Praying For The Sick

Rules: 
1. A person’s own prayer for a recovery from an illness is superior to the prayers of
others on his behalf and is more likely to be accepted by G-d.
2. If a person is not well enough to pray for himself, his wife’s prayer for him is given
the same weight as his own prayer.
3. If you pray for the recovery of someone other than yourself, you must include all
those who are ill.
4. You may not pray that a person never become sick.
5. Whether a person will become sick is determined on Rosh Hashonah and sealed on
Yom Kippur but whether the person will recover and when he will recover is not
predetermined. 

It is a common practice today for Siddurim to provide a prayer insert in the  of
 during  that can be recited on behalf of an ill person.  However there

is a clear divide between the approach taken by Ashkenazic Siddurim and those who follow
the Sephardic tradition:

Translation: May it be your will G-d, my G-d and the G-d of my forefathers, that You provide a complete
recovery from heaven, a cure for the soul and a cure for the body to the unhealthy individual (fill in name)
together with each and every unhealthy individual among the Jewish People.

Translation: May it be your will G-d, my G-d and the G-d of my forefathers, that You provide me a
complete recovery,  a cure for the soul and a cure for the body so that I may be in good health in both my
body and soul in order to fulfill the commandments within Your holy Torah.

Let us note the significant differences.  In the Sephardic tradition, the person who is
unhealthy prays for his own recovery.  The Ashkenazic custom fails to provide wording
that would easily accommodate an unhealthy person’s own prayer.  

In the Ashkenazic practice, you pray not only for the recovery of a specific unhealthy
person but you also include all Jews who need to recover their health while in the
Sephardic tradition, no mention is made of any other person or group.  

Can we identify the sources for each prayer?  Here is the source that is the basis for a
person praying for himself: 
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Translation:  And she went, and sat down opposite him a good way off, as it were a bowshot; for she said,
Let me not see the death of the child. And she sat opposite him, and lifted up her voice, and wept.

Translation:  And G-d heard the voice of the lad; and the angel of G-d called to Hagar from heaven, and
said to her, What ails you, Hagar? fear not; for G-d has heard the voice of the lad where he is.

Rashi comments:

Translation: From this verse we can conclude that a person’s own prayer for a recovery from an illness is
superior to the prayers of others on his behalf and is more likely to be accepted by G-d.

The  provides what prompted Rashi to draw his conclusion:

Translation: We need to understand that Hagar also cried out to G-d as it is written: and she lifted up her
voice, and wept.  Why did G-d not respond to Hagar’s prayer.  You might try to challenge this explanation
based on the following Gemara (Brachos 5b) R. Johanan once fell ill and R. Hanina went in to visit him.
He said to him: Are your sufferings welcome to you? He replied: Neither they nor their reward. He said to
him: Give me your hand. He gave him his hand and he raised him . Why could not R. Johanan raise
himself?  (If he could cure R. Hiyya b. Abba, why could not he cure himself?)  They replied: The prisoner
cannot free himself from jail (And the patient cannot cure himself). How should we explain that Gemara?
Being captive in jail and being ill are not comparable.  Under most circumstances, a person who finds
himself captive in jail needs someone to rescue him but if the means to escape suddenly materializes, he
should help himself to that means of escape. (Sefer Ha’Mizrachi-Rabbi Eliyahu Mizrachi Grand Rabbi of
the Ottoman Empire 1455-1526).

Rashi’s ruling based on his interpretation of the above  would seem to give total
support to the Sephardic tradition.  So how would Ashkenazim respond? The same Rabbi
Mizrachi who is quoted by the  is also quoted as limiting Rashi’s position:

Translation: Rabbi Mizrachi commenting on the words of Rashi (Bereishis 21, 17) agrees that the prayers
of the sick person is more effective when he can concentrate upon his prayer but in a situation when a
person’s illness interferes with his ability to pray properly, the prayers of others are more effective.
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Rabbi Mizrachi is introducing a simple fact about many illnesses.  They render the person
incapable of properly praying for himself.  In those cases, others have to pray for him.
Perhaps Ashkenazic Siddurim are providing inserts to pray for the health of those who
cannot pray for themselves due to their illnesses.  Since many serious illnesses will render
the person incapable of praying for himself, the default position should be that others pray
for him.

If a person is in fact so seriously ill that he cannot pray for himself, is there any way
available by which someone can act as his agent and his prayers cannot rise with as much
potency as his own prayers?  The following  may provide a way:

Translation: Issue: A person who is ill would like someone to visit the Western Wall to pray for him,
should he send his friend or send his wife? Answer: the following question is recorded in Maseches
Menachos 93b: why did the Torah provide one verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand on an animal
sacrifice when the offering is being made by an agent and another verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand
on an animal sacrifice when the offering is being made by the principal’s wife.  The Gemara answers that if
the Torah only provided a verse to exclude the need to put one’s hand on an animal sacrifice when the
offering is being made by an agent which is permitted because the agent stands in the place of the principal,
but he is not like an extension of the principal’s body, we would have thought that if the agent is his wife,
since she is considered an extension of her husband’s body, she is required to put her hands on the animal
sacrifice.  From these words we can conclude that the authority of a wife exceeds that of a mere agent.
Therefore that would be case concerning Tefila as well because she is considered an extension of his body
(think Eve who was created from the ribs of Adam), and Rashi wrote (Bereishis 21, 17) superior is the
prayer of an ill person than the prayers of others for him.  It is accepted more readily; therefore the prayers of
a wife who is considered an extension of her husband, are more readily accepted than the prayers of others
and particularly if she is a Torah learned individual, then it is considered the prayer of a learned person. 

1. Rav Yitzchak Zylberstein was born in Poland in 1934 and emigrated to the Holy Land while a child. He studied in
Yeshivat Slobadka in Bnei Brak, and was a disciple of R. Yechezkel Abramsky and R. Shmuel Wozner. He married R. Yosef
Shalom Elyashiv's daughter and is quite close to his father - in - law, as well as his brother - in - law, R Hayyim Kanyavsky, and
often cites their rulings. 
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Translation: You can raise a question with Rashi’s position from a Gemara in Maseches Brachos 5b
which provides that a person who is captive cannot free himself from jail.  My brother-in-law, the Gaon,
Rabbi Chaim Kanevsky said:  Recovery from an illness by prayer is more effective when undertaken by the
sick person himself rather than by others but a recovery through the means of “a righteous person decrees
and G-d fulfills” cannot be undertaken except by others and that is what the Gemara had in mind when it
provided that “a captive is incapable of freeing himself.”  Rabbi Mizrachi commenting on the words of
Rashi (Bereishis 21, 17) agrees that the prayers of the sick person is more effective when he can concentrate
upon his prayer but in a situation when a person’s illness interferes with his ability to pray properly, the
prayers of others are more effective.  Accordingly, concerning our question, when a wife who is considered an
extension of her husband’s body, prays for her husband, her ability to concentrate on her prayer is not
disturbed by illness, therefore her prayer would be superior to that of a friend. 

The sources for several of the rules:

Translation: There are disagreements about when we are judged and when our fate is sealed.  If our fate is
sealed on Yom Kippur, what is the point in reciting Brachos like R’Fa’Einu and Birchas Ha’Shanim?
And did we not learn that if you visit a person who is sick, you should say May G-d have compassion upon
you and all the sick individuals among the Jews, what is the point in saying that prayer!  So Rabbeinu
Tam answers: you should never greet someone by saying may you never take ill but you do issue a prayer
that may you be healed according to all opinions because all agree that it is predetermined that you become
ill but it is not predetermined whether you will recover and when you will recover .

Translation: Abaye said: a person should include the entire community in his request when he is praying for
one person within the community
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Translation: Do not recite a short prayer in the singular number  but do so in plural.  By doing so, your
prayer is heeded.

Where is the proper place within  to insert your prayer for the sick?

Translation: We have held that if an individual farmer needs rain at a time when others do no longer need
rain, he should make his request in the Bracha of Shomeah Tefila because the only reason we have said that
even an individual makes the request for rain in Birchas Ha’Shonim only when the community is doing so
as well but concerning other matters that are only for the benefit of an individual and not for the benefit of
the community, like someone who needs rain, at a time that others do not need rain, he must make his
request in Shomeah Tefila and not in Birkas Ha’Shonim as we learned in Avoda Zara 8a and Brachos
31a: the Gemara initially holds that if he resides with an individual who is seriously ill, he prays for him in
the Bracha of Rofeh Cholim but in the end the Gemara concludes that it should be recited in the Bracha of
Shomeah Tefila.  
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Supplement Two To Lesson 28-The  Of 

Questions that can be raised about the  Of  in :

Concerning The Theme

Is this a Bracha in which we pray for spiritual/emotional healing or physical healing?

If it is a Bracha about physical healing, it is a Bracha for communal healing; i.e. an epidemic
or individual healing?

If it is a Bracha for individual healing, is it a Bracha for your healing or for the healing of
others?

Why did Rashi hold that a prayer for your individual healing should be added to the Bracha
of  and not ?

Concerning The Wording

Given that the initial words of the Bracha are taken from a  that was written in single
number, why are we allowed to change the words to plural number?

Do we say:  or do we say ?

Do we say: (injuries)  or should we be adding 

 (illnesses)?

Should the insert be said by the person who is sick (Sephardic tradition) or by others on
behalf of the sick person (Ashkenazic custom)?

If the person is too ill to pray for himself, who is the next best person to do so?

Why in the insert do we ask for  as well as ?  

Why do we name the ill person as the son/daughter of their mother and not their fathers?

Why in this Bracha do we describe G-d as  when we do
not include the word  to describe G-d just before the  of any of the other
thirteen middle  of ?  And why do others omit the word  just
before the  of this ?
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Examples of where the word  has appeared in the  of :

Translation: Ki Kail Lelech Rofei N’Eman V’Rachaman Ata-You are a dependable healer to all because
Your cures are successful and reliable and compassionate because You have pity on Your creations and
therefore provide cures for their ills.  Baruch Ata Hashem Rofei Cholei Amo Yisroel-who cures all my
sicknesses.

Translation: The Eliyahu Rabbah and the S”Tz (?) wrote that we should not be saying Ki Kail Melech
Rofei but instead just Ki Kail Rofei Rachaman V’Ne’Eman Ata.

Translation: R. Shlomo Luria wrote (Shut Siman 64) that we should not say Rifa’Einu Hashem
Elokeinu but instead Rifa’Einu Hashem V’Nai’Rafeh.  The Mateh Moshe wrote (Siman 134) that it 
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also appears to be the opinion of the Tur and the KolBo (Siman 11) who wrote that this Bracha needs to
have only 27 words which is what you have to omit the word Elokeinu.  In my opinion that is not proof of
the wording of the Bracha because you can also reach the number of 27 words by including the word
Elokeinu and omitting the word Melech- not Ki Kail Melech Rofei but Ki Kail Rofei.  That is how the
Rambam presents the Bracha and the Avudrohom.  Therefore you still only have 27 words and include the
word Elokeinu.  That is what is found in the Rambam that he includes the word Elokeinu.  Also I think
I found clear evidence in the words of the Avudrohom that I referred to in Siman 114 that we do not refer
to G-d as king except in four Brachos.

Translation: You find that our Sages included the word Melech at the end of only four Brachos of Shemona
Esrei.  They are the first three Brachos and the Bracha of Hasheiva Shofteinu.  The reason is that the first
three Brachos correspond to the three Avos, forefathers; the first is Magen Avrohom, the second is Michaya
Meisim linked to Yitzchok because his father took a knife in his hand ready to slaughter him after being
commanded to do so by G-d, and was considered as if he had died but then G-d did not allow Avrohom to
kill Yitzchok which was like G-d bringing Yitzchok back to life.  The third Bracha, Ha’Kail
Ha’Kodosh, corresponds to Yaakov because his bed was untarnished and holy in that he did not give birth
to anyone who did not act inappropriately.  The ending of Melech Oheiv Tzedaka Oo’Mishpat is linked to
Dovid Ha’Melech who sat as judge.  For those reasons, the word “Melech” appears in those Brachos to
emphasize the importance of those Brachos in that they remind us of the Avos and Dovid Ha’Melech and
it is based on what was written about Dovid Ha’Melech (Shmuel 2, 7, 9) And I was with you wherever
you went, and have cut off all your enemies from your sight, and have made you a great name, like the
names of the great men who are in the earth.   Later I found that the Riva explained  that the first three
Brachos correspond to the Avos to whom G-d revealed His hegemony so in the Brachos dedicated to them,
we mention the word Melech and the Bracha of Melech Oheiv Tzedaka Oo’Mishpat is a reference to Dovid
Ha’Melech about whom it was said (Tehillim 145, 1) I will extol you, my God, O king; and I will bless
Your name for ever and ever and Dovid Ha’Melech wrote: (Tehillim 146, 10): The Lord shall reign for
ever, your G-d, who resides in Zion, for all generations.  Hallelujah!
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The Four  Referred To By The :

Translation: When we recite Ya’Aleh V’Yavo in Birkas Ha’Mazone there are those who say that you
should omit the word Melech in the line Ki Kail Melech Chanun and only say Ki Kail Chanun and that is
how I conduct myself since I received such a message in a dream.

Translation: This practice follows the opinion of the Ravad that is mentioned in the Avudrohom Hilchos
Birkas Hamazone p. 323.  His is reason is that we should not mention G-d’s hegemony in the Bracha
whose theme is King David’s hegemony so it does not appear that we are placing those two hegemonies on an
equal level.  The Ramah holds (OH 188, 3) that we do not follow that opinion-see also the opinion of the
Taz and Magen Avrohom who deflect the concern.

Translation: It is necessary to refer to the Davidic monarchy in the third Bracha of Birkat Hamazone and
you should not refer to any other monarchy in that Bracha (even G-d’s hegemony).  He who says
Oo’Malchuscha V’Malchus Beis Dovid Moschiecha is in error.  It is improper to refer to G-d’s hegemony
in a manner that makes it appears that G-d’s hegemony is on the level of a human monarch.  Also it is
inappropriate to say: Aveinu Malcheinu in that Bracha. RAMAH: Some opine that we should act
accordingly in Yaaleh V’Yavo in that you should not say: Melech Chanun V’Rachum but should omit the
word Melech (Avudrohom).  That practice has a sound basis but I do not find that anyone follows that
practice.
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Translation: Tosafos admitted that some add G-d’s hegemony to the Bracha of Bonejh Yerushalayim in
Birkat Hamazone but clearly when it comes to the wording of Ya’Aleh V’Yavo, Ya’Aleh V’Yavo should
be viewed as an independent prayer so we should not discourage those who include the word Melech and you
should know that the Levush omitted the Ramah’s comments to this section.

Translation: The later commentators wrote that the reason not to be concerned with the word Melech in
Ya’Aleh V’Yavo is that it is an independent prayer and we say as it is presented in Shemona Esrei.
Therefore we should not discourage those who include the word Melech in Ya’Aleh V’Yavo.
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Supplement 3 To Lesson 28-Praying For The Sick

Sample Wedding Bencher

Artscroll                         
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R. Ephraim b"r Jacob haCohen was born in Vilna in 1616, and was the disciple of R. Moses Lima,
author of the Helkat Mehokeik, on the Shulhan Aruch, Even haEzer, and was a colleague of R.
Shabbtai Cohen, author of the Shach. At the age of twenty he was appointed a judge in his city, and
afterwards served as rabbi of various communities, his last position in Obin, Hungry (Obuda, today:
Budapest), where he established an advanced rabbinic seminary (yeshiva). One of his disciples was his
daughter's son, R. Zvi Ashkenazi, the Haham Zvi. In 1676 he was invited by the Ashkenazic
community in Jerusalem to serve as its rabbi (following his grandfather R. Ephraim haCohen who had
earlier served as its rabbi). Unfortunately, he died during a plague in 1678 while preparing to
immigrate to the Holy Land. His son Judah immigrated to Jerusalem, and from his father's many
responsa found in manuscripts he selected and edited 150 responsa on the four sections of the Shulhan
Aruch preparing them in the volume entitled Sha'ar Ephraim which was first published in Salzburg,
1688 - 1689. The Jerusalem, 1981 edition has been included here.
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